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ABSTRACT

There has been recent interest in inflatable space-structures technology for possible applications on U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) missions because of the technology's potential for high mechanical-packaging efficiency, variable stowed geometry, and deployment reliability. In recent years, the DOD-sponsored Large Radar Antenna Program (LRA) applied this new technology to a baseline concept: an inflatable/rigidizable (IR) perimeter-truss structure supporting a mesh/net parabolic-reflector antenna. The program addressed (a) truss concept development, (b) rigidizable materials concepts assessment, (c) mesh/net concept selection and integration, and (d) developed potential mechanical-system performance estimates. Critical and enabling technologies were validated, especially orbital radiation durable rigidized materials, and high modulus, inflatable-deployable truss numbers.

These results in conjunction with the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) sponsored mechanical-packaging structures studies were the impetus for the initiation of the DARPA/SPO Innovative Space-based Antenna Technology (ISAT) Program. The sponsor's baseline concept consisted of an inflatable-deployable truss structure for support of a large number of rigid, active radar panels. The program was intended to determine the risk associated with the application of these new structures and radar technologies. The approach used to define the technology maturity level of critical, structural elements was to: (a) develop truss concept configuration, (b) advance inflatable-rigidizable materials technologies, and (c) estimate potential performance. The results of the structures portion of the program indicated there was high risk without the appropriate technology flight experiments, but only moderate risk if the appropriate on-orbit demonstrations were performed.
Part 1: Large Radar Antenna Technology Program

I. Introduction

The results of the NASA-sponsored Inflatable Antenna Experiment (IAE)\textsuperscript{1,2,3,4,5} illuminated high potential mechanical performance in specific areas of serious interest to the DOD. Specifically, in technology for mechanical-packaging efficiency, variable stowed geometry, deployment reliability, and low-cost hardware for very large reflector-antenna systems. In order for the DOD to establish the potential package volume savings of these technologies for a specific class of reflector-antenna systems, a technology-assessment study was initiated. This study addressed the generation of estimates of potential mechanical performance for a reference reflector-antenna functional configuration definition. After considering a number of structural configurations, the sponsor picked a specific hybrid-configuration design to develop. This new design was based on combining an inflatably deployed, orbitally rigidized perimeter support truss with a metallic mesh reflector that was contoured by a flexible net structure (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1. LRA Baseline configuration

Such a flexible system, prior to rigidization, had great potential for packaging a very large antenna structure into a reasonably sized launch vehicle with all the associated cost savings.

II. Large Radar Antenna Program

The Large Radar Antenna Program (LRA) was initiated to: (a) identify the critical, enabling technologies, (b) evaluate competing technology options, (c) select the most promising technologies for experimental characterization to the extent possible, (d) advance critical, enabling technology maturities to enable meaningful evaluations, and (e) generate estimates of potential mechanical performance, based on the program's technology database. The specific technical tasks emerging from program objectives include (a) functional mechanical performance requirements, (b) an antenna mechanical system configuration, (c) concepts for on-orbit rigidization of the flexible materials, and (d) the development and application of analytical models to predict very large radar antenna on-orbit mechanical performance.

III. Program Approach

The LRA program was unique in that it was the first application of a totally new and low maturity technology to a very large, high precision space structure during a climate of low U.S. national technology resources. Available resources and expertise had to be identified and integrated with an approach that recognized the program's cost and schedule constraints. The resulting team consisted of the appropriate participants from JPL, The Aerospace Corp, Langley Research Center, University of Colorado Center for Space Construction, and L'Garde, Inc. This team collectively addressed the program objectives and implemented the technical tasks. The program flow diagram, Figure 2, delineates functional and institutional interactions.
IV. Program Implementation

Program implementation depended on the specific technical task(s) the LRA team members managed. Additionally, the program benefited from the consultation from several highly specialized experts with general support from others. The integral of the outputs from the tasks and other related activities resulted in a successful assessment of the key and enabling technologies.

V. Functional Requirements

The LRA functional requirements were derived from a class of mission concepts. As a consequence, requirements varied depending on the specific performance parameter. It should be noted that such parametric variations tended to converge in proportion to the increase in concept feasibility, and the program’s degrees of freedom. Mechanical functional requirement estimates are found in Figure 3.

Fig 3. Large Radar Antenna program flow diagram

VI. LRA Mechanical-System Configuration Development

The mechanical system configuration definition was based on a number of requirements and considerations that included the (a) sponsor selected hybrid structural system concept, (b) LRA RF geometric design, (c) LRA system mechanical performance requirements, (d) selection and integration of a concept for the mesh/net reflector structure, (e) anticipated truss tube orbitally rigidized materials stiffness, and (f) loading imposed on the perimeter truss resulting from the tension field in the mesh net structure. The starting point was the LRA baseline reflector antenna configuration patterned after the previously developed and successfully flown Astro Aerospace Corp. Astro-mesh Reflector.

The LRA baseline truss concept was developed by L’Garde, Inc., which had recently innovated, designed, manufactured, and flown the IAE. The University of Colorado Center for Space Construction assisted L’Garde with critical performance analysis. The candidate perimeter inflatable deployable truss configurations were developed and characterized by a new and automated design/analysis code.

More to the point, the LRA baseline antenna design needed an optimized perimeter truss design mass and stowed package. Various truss types were compared including the (a) standard, (b) two-story, (c) prestressed, (d) offset, (e) Warren, and (f) diamond truss (with diameter variations between the top and bottom “longeron ring”). See Figure 4.

Perimeter Truss Structural Configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perimeter Truss Design</th>
<th>Mass (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>545 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Story</td>
<td>620 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestressed</td>
<td>710 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>665 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren</td>
<td>590 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>661 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>625 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Large Radar Antenna Truss Structure Concepts

The Astro-Mesh’s utilization of two “back-to-back” mesh/net structures inter-connected with multiple ties was the starting point for the LRA baseline. The primary structures difference between the LRA baseline and the Astro-Mesh antenna was that the latter used an all-mechanical perimeter support truss.

As to other modifications that made the LRA a hybrid, consider the Tension Drum innovation, developed by the University of Colorado, with support from L’Garde, Inc., Figure 5. The tension drum acted as a transition structure that interfaced the inflatable truss with the mesh/net reflector structure. Its purpose was to support the reflector surface with a stable, high precision “inner” perimeter tension strap truss while “isolating” the mesh from manufactured/deployed/thermal irregularities in the outer RI truss. This technique transferred the requirement for high precision from the RI truss to this secondary “tension” structure.

This mechanical system configuration study resulted in a number of candidates which resulted in a downselect to the tension drum in combination with the standard truss configuration.
Fig. 5. Open ring and tension-drum concepts

VII. Rigidizable Materials Concepts Evaluation

This task addressed the technology maturity level and applicability of specific concepts for the orbital rigidization of flexible materials to the LRA structural system. This was accomplished through (a) identification of existing concepts, (b) evaluation of existing data base, (c) selection of potential concepts, (d) experimental characterization of promising concepts and (d) technology advancement of high potential concepts to enable meaningful assessment.

The materials Rigidization task began with the determination of criteria for the evaluation of truss tube rigidization concepts, Figure 6. These criteria were developed by the “Team” and applied to a technology database that was compiled from various programs between 1987 and 1999. The results of this process identified three basic classes of concepts as the most promising to warrant their continued investigation. These composite materials concepts included (a) UV rigidizable, (b) Sub-Tg rigidizable/thermoplastics and elastomeric, and (c) thermoset rigidizable. The aforementioned technology database as it applied to each of these concepts was then used as the starting point to project more realistic estimates of potential performance (see summary Figure 7).

The technology advancements were based on (a) experimental characterization, (b) tailored laminate designs, (c) specialized fabrication techniques and (d) functional and mechanical performance tests (see Figure 8 as an example). This test matrix, used for each concept, identified all the tests, hardware, responsible organizations, and schedule.
## Fig. 7. LRA Rigidization Materials Tradeoffs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Aluminum Laminate | - High modulus  
- Mature concept, space environment qualified  
- No power requirements  
- Ground testable before flight  
- No shelf life limitation  
- No auxiliary equipment & hardware  
- Positive rigidity control  
- Unlimited pre-deployment life time  
- Stable material | - Thickness limited, limited scalability  
- 120 lbs max compression  
- Requires higher pressures for rigidization  
- High CTE  
- Difficult to implement for complex structures |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub Tg/Thermoplastic</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Composite matrix becomes rigid below a tolerable temperature | - Simple passive rigidization  
- Reversible and ground testable  
- Long shelf life  
- No maximum thickness limitations  
- Tailorable Tg (glass transition temperature)  
- No auxiliary equipment and hardware  
- Composite manufactured on ground  
- Unlimited pre-deployment life time  
- Stable matrix  
- No need to control pre-deployment environment  
- Low CTE |  
| - Thermal environment requirements  
- May require low power heaters for deployment  
- Less mature |

---

### Fig. 8. Test Matrix (Example) for the Large Radar Antenn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Method</th>
<th>Sub Tg</th>
<th>Thermoplastic</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Method</td>
<td>Sub Tg</td>
<td>Thermoplastic</td>
<td>Condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Method</td>
<td>Sub Tg</td>
<td>Thermoplastic</td>
<td>Condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The test matrix illuminates the large number of necessary characterizations. However, in terms of the risk of using this new technology, there were two key and critical issues that had essentially no meaningful database at the initiation of the program. These issues were the (a) orbital radiation durability of rigidized flexible materials and (b) feasibility of achieving high modulus rigidized truss tubes on-orbit. They represented major challenges to the LRA Program.

The characterization and validation of space radiation durability of rigidized flexible materials were accomplished through accelerated radiation testing. Sample coupons of all the materials under evaluation were exposed to medium to high doses of simulated orbital radiation equivalent to 10 years. The coupons were periodically removed and tested for modulus, CTE, outgassing, and surface degradation in intervals equivalent to 2 to 3 years of on-orbit exposure. The testing was done at the Aerospace Corporation arranged in sample/chamber configurations as illustrated by Figure 9.

![Fig. 9: LRA Samples in Test Chamber](image)

The test results indicated that a number of exposed materials showed surprising durability in their modulus and CTE. Figure 10 is a generic plot of sub Tg resins that were being developed at L'Garde, Inc. for the LRA Program. The experimental results clearly indicated the high potential of this class of materials for space applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placeholder for Fig. 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Load Cell</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermal barrier</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixtures</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cold environment LVD (3)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Column</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10: Materials Properties as a Function of Radiation Dosage**

The potential of this new technology for achieving high modulus truss members on orbit was further addressed by the development of realistic size test hardware, and mechanical laboratory characterization. The detail designs of the truss strut elements were a function of (a) the specific rigidization concept, (b) loading and stiffness requirements, and (c) fabrication techniques capability. A minimum statistical test set of three strut samples was used. Four-inch (full-scale) diameter and 3m (scaled) length tubes, were tested as representative of full-sized truss bays. All of the strut testing was done at the NASA Langley Research Center and all the truss test hardware was developed and fabricated by L'Garde, Inc. The modulus was determined by bend testing and axial capability by tension/compression testing, Figures 11 and 12.

![Fig. 11: Cold Axial Test Setup](image)

**Fig. 11 Cold Axial Test Setup**

Modulus test results (see Figure 12) exceed the minimum required capability of 3 MSI.
The two-year LRA Program resulted in a number of meaningful developments including (a) experimental characterization of promising concepts for the RI flexible materials, (b) development of an optimal-perimeter truss concept that emerged from eight candidates, (c) estimates of potential mechanical performance for a very large hybrid antenna structure, and (d) definition of an effective interface between an inflatable truss and a flexible mesh-net reflector system.

But, the most significant developments - major inflatable structures technology advancements - were validating rigidized materials space-radiation durability, and the high modulus of rigidized, inflatable truss-structure elements.

Part 2: Innovative Spacebased Radar Antenna Technology Program

I. Introduction

DARPA’s interest and pursuit of structures technologies for enabling a new class of very large sized, active planar radar antennas had illuminated the need for deployable structures with very high mechanical-packaging efficiency and variable stowed geometry. Its recognition of the potential of rigidizable/inflatable space structures, along with the LRA Program results, helped prompt the creation of the Innovative Spacebased Radar Antenna Technology Program (ISAT).

The structures portion of the ISAT program was established to determine the risk associated with applying this new, low-maturity technology to DARPA’s baseline radar-antenna concept, Figure 1. The large dimensions of the RF planar array antenna - hundreds of meters long and a few meters wide -- suggested a truss-type backup structure. With many repeating bays, it lent itself well to RI structures technologies where only a single-launch vehicle might be required.

VIII. Summary

The ISAT program addressed the generation of system mechanical requirements, development of generic inflatable deployable truss configuration designs, advancement of the technology database for concepts for the rigidization of flexible materials, and projections of on-orbit mechanical performance.

II. The ISAT Program

The ISAT Program was a “risk” assessment activity designed and structured to establish the viability of Rigidizable Inflatable (RI) Technologies for application to a structure supporting a large number of rigid, active radar panels. The program was intended to advance previously selected RI technologies to enable such an assessment. Specific truss concepts were developed and analytically evaluated using generated statistical mechanical test data from full-scale RI structural elements. The constitutive mechanical behavior was characterized empirically and phenomenologically. This intrinsic mechanical behavior was then incorporated into high-fidelity structural models to simulate the radar-antenna performance. The overall program assessment was based on technology potential regarding system requirements, and current maturity level.

The program focused on specific technical task results that addressed the objectives. Tasks were grouped into categories that addressed (a) truss-structure concept definitions, (b) rigidizable-materials concepts, and (c) structural performance simulation.
III. Program Approach

The risk-assessment approach was so synergistic to the LRA application feasibility study, that the same LRA technical team, with a few additions, was used for ISAT (see LRA Figure 2). This team was responsible for all aspects of the implementation of the structures program.

1. Free-free frequency ($f = 0.05 \text{ Hz}, T = 20 \text{ sec}$)
2. Strut buckling due to boost load ($q = 0.001$)
3. Strut slenderness ratio ($L/d = 100$)
4. Stowage volume
5. Controlled deployment
6. Predictable behavior?
7. Dimensional stability?

Fig 2. ISAT Primary Truss Antenna Structural Guidelines

The most significant change was the addition of ILC Dover for the introduction of additional concepts for the orbital rigidization of flexible materials, and innovative planar truss structural configurations.

There were a number of obvious but different approaches for determining the risk associated with applying a relatively new technology to a specific and challenging class of antenna structures. The implementation of this assessment required the selection of an approach/technique that could be implemented with the LRA/ISAT inflatable structures technology database and, at the same time, was familiar and acceptable to the program sponsor. A well known and frequently used codification that addressed technology maturity definitions was the NASA Technology Readiness Level (TRL) System, which was based on fairly simplified narrative descriptions of each technology level. Potential ISAT risk was driven by (a) the inflatable-rigidizable materials concepts maturity, (2) truss-structural system definition maturity, (3) risk associated with advancing enabling/supporting technologies to the point of flight, and (4) how well projected performance met mechanical/structural system requirements. Accordingly, applying the NASA TRL System to ISAT seemed appropriate and straightforward.

Since the database in each technology area addressed by the ISAT program, came directly from the specific program technical tasks and their interactive results, a modular format was selected for the task definitions and result summaries. The individual, technical tasks managed by the technology experts directly correlated with the TRL system rationale. Primarily, task results, along with technology databases from related DOD, NASA, and other relevant programs, determined ISAT structural technology element maturities.

Technologies were separated into three areas: (a) critical and enabling, (b) secondary, supporting, and (c) ground-based, supporting.

IV. Program Technical Tasks

The technical tasks were formulated and organized such that their integral results satisfied the overall program objectives. Each technical task was managed by a recognized authority in their respective technology areas. Extensive interaction between the tasks was necessary for the effective dissemination and utilization of task results. The task descriptions and their activities are briefly summarized below. There were three generic technology areas consisting of several sub-elements.

A. Truss Structure Concept Definition

This task addressed the development and evaluation of candidate support truss concept definitions for the purpose of structural optimization.

1. ISAT Truss Design Considerations

The design guidelines (Figure 2) and/or considerations were the basis for developing an optimized ISAT antenna truss structure design (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. ISAT Thrust Definitions

Basic design considerations included (a) structural stiffness for robust control, (b) antenna and truss tube length-over-diameter ratios to optimize antenna stiffness, (c) structural mass, (d) mechanical packaging, (e) truss-tube mechanical design properties, (f) truss loading, and (g) orbitally induced deformations. TRL estimates were made for this specific truss-design procedure. Parametric trades included (a) longeron diameter as a function of bay size, (b) truss weight as a function of bay size, (c) antenna modal frequency variation due to mass and its distribution, and (d) effect of truss design on antenna-thermal distortion. Figure 4 is an example of such results.
2. Structural Analysis and Design

Structural system analysis and design for the ISAT optimized truss structure addressed very large truss structural behavior, structural design of truss tubes, and buckling issues for orthotropic composite truss members. Such analysis was fundamental to the detailed design of a large truss using inflatable/rigidizable structural elements. Two basic structural element concepts were evaluated in the program: the Isogrid woven tube from ILC Dover, and the more conventional, solid monocoque thin-walled cylinder by L’Garde, Inc. The Isogrid construction is shown here as an example of the design and analysis approach used, Figure 5.

Fig. 5. ISAT Isogrid Truss Tube Configuration

The analytical-simulation tools combined and compared both standard finite-element analysis and new analysis techniques. Specific issues addressed included Isogrid truss tube grid spacing (Figure 6), local composite tube wall buckling where mass was minimized as a function of loading, and the structural and thermal behavior of very large truss structures. This included the effects of structural-element manufacturing imperfections. The design optimizations made at L’Garde, Inc. for its monocoque tube concepts were also thoroughly investigated with similar trades.

B. Rigidizable Materials Concepts Evaluation

This task addressed the determination and experimental verification of the technology maturity levels of specific concepts for the orbital rigidization of flexible materials.

1. Micro-Mechanical Analysis

Micromechanics analysis and measured mechanical properties correlation with the analytical predictions were base-lined to develop the ISAT truss RI structural composite members, Figure 7. This was to ensure the predictability and repeatability of the primary mechanical properties including all moduli and coefficient of thermal expansions, which control the truss-structure dimensional accuracy. The objective here was to establish that the fiber-dominated rigidizable composite properties correlated well with the micromechanics theory predictions.

Another sentence needed on what’s involved + Figure 7

Table E.1. – KEVLAR 49 fiber properties.

(From DuPont Data Manual for KEVLAR 49, May 1986)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>U.S. Customary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axial modulus</td>
<td>182k psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse modulus</td>
<td>10k psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus</td>
<td>0.47 kpsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson's ratio</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain to break</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength</td>
<td>525,000 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α, Thermal coefficient of expansion</td>
<td>-2.5 x 10^-6 in/ in/°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α, Transverse coefficient</td>
<td>23 x 10^-6 in/ in/°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>0.032 lb/ in^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Micromechanical Materials Properties

2. Column Design, Manufacturing and Database

This task addressed integrating the truss longeron detailed mechanical design data with the associated manufacturing process to develop the technology databases. A particularly important portion of this database contained statistical experimental mechanical characterizations of realistically sized structural elements.
The purpose of the database was to capture and archive design details, materials properties, test results, and to highlight the manufacturing processes used for the inflatable structures investigated. The design technology databases were formatted to enable (a) easy access for archival review, (b) illumination of composite-materials properties from micromechanics analysis for correlation with constitutive behavior, (c) manufacturing approaches for subsequent development, and (d) structural test results to determine capabilities for this new class of space structures. Figure 8 summarizes the matrix of the database information.

### Appendix
**Table of Contents**

**Part I. Properties of Carbon Fiber-Resin (T300/135) Laminates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Material</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Materials</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>6-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin Modulus</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-Purchased Panel Tensile Properties</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Temperature on As-Purchased Tensile Properties</td>
<td>11-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Properties after Folding &amp; Deployment</td>
<td>13-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Point Bend Data for As-Purchased Panels</td>
<td>18-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Microscopy of Panels and Tubes</td>
<td>22-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-Purchased Microstructure</td>
<td>24-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microstructure after Folding &amp; Deployment</td>
<td>28-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Volume Analysis</td>
<td>30-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Transition Temperature of Composite Panels &amp; Resin</td>
<td>32-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping Behavior</td>
<td>37-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous Stability &amp; Outgassing of Tensile</td>
<td>40-41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 8. ISAT Materials Database Summary**

### 3. Materials Technology Risk Assessment

Materials technology risk assessment for potential space structures was approached from several perspectives. One of these approaches was Aerospace Corporation's contribution to risk assessment by making detailed coupon sample laboratory measurements for the larger ISAT structures.

This data served several purposes: (a) materials property data required for the analytical models of the space-structure mechanical performance, (b) verification of the accuracy of inputs used in the predictive models, and (c) that materials design requirements were met. The data was also used to help understand NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) tube measurements, which should correlate with the laboratory sample measurements. Additional data not obtained in the LaRC tests could be obtained in laboratory measurements, e.g., damping and temperature-dependent properties.

For the materials being considered, understanding the property temperature dependence was critical to their successful use. Aerospace Corporation Laboratories measured a variety of temperature-dependent properties. Coupon sample measurements were a straightforward means to monitor any material-property changes that may occur during manufacturing, aging, or storage. Figure 9 represents a summary of materials test goals, and Figures 10, 11 and 12 are examples of important test results.

### Fig. 9. Material Test Goals Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Comments/Test Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Modulus</td>
<td>Ambient and max. &amp; min. service temps., Assess effect of folds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength</td>
<td>Ambient temp., Assess effect of folds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexural Modulus</td>
<td>Determine temp. dependence, Relates to deployment temp., maximum service temp., &amp; tube bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexural Creep</td>
<td>Measure at maximum service temp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Content</td>
<td>Estimate by image analysis, Determine variability between prepreg lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Microscopy</td>
<td>Fiber/matrix distribution, void content, folding damage, seams on tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Tg</td>
<td>Determine effects of deployment temp. exposure and outgassing. Comp. composite matrix Tg with neat resin Tg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping</td>
<td>DMA tan δ versus temp. and frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outgassing</td>
<td>Compare to flight requirements, Effect of pre-launch bake-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel CTE</td>
<td>Compare with tubes fabricated from same prepreg lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube CTE</td>
<td>Laser interferometer, Effects of thermal cycling and folds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 10. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) Coupon Tests of ISAT Truss Tubes

Fig. 11. Optical Micrographs of As-Manufactured Strut Tube Walls

Fig. 12. Typical ISAT Thermo-Mechanical Resin Behavior
4. Truss Tube Experimental Characterization

Langley Research Center’s ISAT Program objective was to experimentally evaluate the post-deployed structural properties of rigidized tubes as related to their applicability to the ISAT radar truss. Figure 13 shows a strut test-matrix summary. Specific properties evaluated were stiffness, member strength, tube length change after mechanical packaging, deployment, and rigidization.

C. Structural Performance Simulation

This task developed high-fidelity, specialized structural analytical simulation capabilities in order to project full-scale antenna orbital performance.

- Tube test elements underwent axial and bending tests. For statistical relevance, seven 3-m tubes and three 5-m tubes were tested at room temperature. Additional tubes were tested at lower temperatures to simulate cold operational environment effects. Results showed that mechanically packaging and deploying the rigidizable tubes had only a minor effect on the required tube modulus, but had severe effects on the residual compressive strength. However, even with large tube compressive strength variations, the minimum demonstrated capability more than exceeded the requirements. The major technology challenge was stiffness, which also was well above requirements. Figure 14 is a test setup for the cryo-mechanical testing, and Figure 15 is an example of modulus and strength test results.
2. Monte Carlo Shape Analysis

The objective of this effort was to develop a statistical analysis capable of guiding the specification of required manufactured error tolerances for mechanical properties and element geometries during hardware fabrication. Member component precision errors arose from a combination of fabrication imperfections, non-uniform mechanical and thermal properties, assembly and joint slop errors, and environmental effects. The analysis developed also aided in the prediction of antenna performance uncertainties pending the availability of basic component statistics.

Another objective of this work was to develop a reduced degree-of-freedom model to assess electronic and/or active mechanical antenna control needs and benefits. In particular, a method using a polynomial surface rather than a flat plane to achieve best-fit antenna shape, was devised. The specialized surface functions reduced the number of degrees-of-freedom to simplify the development of an active-control algorithm. Figure 17 is a truss schematic with associated error. Figure 18 is an example of truss deformations.

Table: Monte Carlo Shape Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>ISAT Baseline</th>
<th>L.E. Error</th>
<th>ISAT</th>
<th>L.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Length Error</td>
<td>&lt;0.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member Displacement</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member Rotation Error</td>
<td>&gt;0.5</td>
<td>&gt;0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member Slope Error</td>
<td>&gt;0.01</td>
<td>&gt;0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Slope Error</td>
<td>&gt;0.01</td>
<td>&gt;0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Effects</td>
<td>&gt;0.01</td>
<td>&gt;0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 15. Example of test results

1. Parametric Design Tool

To conduct a highly efficient, parametric analysis of the ISAT truss structural system, a specialized analytical tool was needed. A new, unique code, with tremendous potential, was created specifically for ISAT-type truss structures. This tool was simple to use for structures with repeated modular bays and had special "classes of super-elements" that could easily be tailored to variations in antenna structural designs. Such elements could determine RMS error surfaces driven by geometric imperfections. They could also account for the effects of tube bending and joint stiffness, and apply a wide variety of boundary conditions and constraints. Future improvements in the code will account for built-in radar panel errors in the determination of over all antenna RF signal performance. This code is currently being correlated with other more conventional codes for validation and will essentially be the primary analytical tool for the simulation of the ISAT structural/mechanical performance. The new tool's potential features are summed up in Figure 16.

Fig. 16. Parametric Design Example (Modal Distortion)

Zoomed in view of 75 m truss with 1 cm length tolerances - uniform distribution (ignoring geometrical errors)

- Modal Analysis
- Forced Response
- Truss/Panel Tolerancing Analysis (Monte-Carlo analysis), includes distribution capability
- Parametric Scriptable Code (# bays-extrusion, dimensions, properties)
- Validated against MSC/Nastran
- Control and sensor elements

Fig. 17. ISAT Baseline Structure Manufacturing Distortion Patterns

perfect shape (exactly planar antenna surface)

errors of low spatial frequency

errors of high spatial frequency

Fig. 18. ISAT Baseline Structure Manufacturing Distortion Patterns

\[ z_j = a_0 + a_1 x + a_2 y \]

\[ z_j = a_0 + a_1 x + a_2 x^2 + a_3 y \]
V. Risk Assessment

A global risk assessment for new, immature technologies for specific applications requires identifying and defining not only critical and enabling technologies, but key supporting technologies. Consequently, a three-tier system was selected that distinguished the critical, high risk, enabling technologies from the supporting and ground-based technologies. The assessment study addressed in detail the inflatable space-structures technologies for enabling a specific class of radar antennas. Tier 1 was based on these technology assessment results. Important supporting technologies were also identified, but not evaluated in great detail since their technology advancement was considered significantly lower risk than in Tier 1. To establish the TRL metrics the JPL ISAT Design Team, with support from their consultants, made the technology maturity estimates individually and in conference.

The risk of using new, immature technologies depends on both the TRL, and risk associated with advancing the technology from the time a go decision was made, to the time it was actually used. Technology-advancement risk was a function of the (a) technical challenge associated with developing and validating technologies that were ground based, space-based, or both, (b) total development and validation cost, and (c) total, available timeframe. Historically, sufficiently mature, reasonably funded technology advancements often had major technical problems due to an overly-restrictive schedule.

1. Technology Maturity Matrix

TRL's were based on technical-task results: LRA Program; the ISAT Team, which draws its experience from JPL; the Aerospace Corporation; NASA LaRC; and high-technology industry—notably L’Garde, Inc. and ILC Dover.

Tier 1 (Figure 19a) critical and enabling technologies were sufficiently mature to ensure concept feasibility. Technology development was under way and functional demonstrations and validations were well defined. The risk for advancing these technologies to the point of application readiness ranges from high to moderate, depending on the specific technology element. The highest risk technology element to develop, which is considered very high, is characterizing the orbital, experimental rigidization of inflatable structural elements. Other technology elements were considered at lower development risk.

Secondary and supporting technology elements (Figure 19b), specified by Tier 2, represent wide-ranging concept-maturity levels. The challenge associated with their technology advancement, however, was generally considered significantly lower risk than for Tier 1. Since many of these technologies depended on specific application requirements, additional supporting technology elements would be identified as the system matured.

Tier 3 ground-based supporting technologies (Figure 19b) also had a wide range of technology-maturity levels. Many of them had low to very-low development risks. But some, such as techniques for ground-based functional performance demonstrations for very large inflatable structures would present a major challenge, depending on specific objectives. Generally, this class of technologies had a low to very low development risk.
VI. Conclusions

- Overall technology risk cannot be lower than the highest tail-pole technology risk.
- Risk associated with advancing key technologies to flight readiness depended on (a) allowable schedule, (b) magnitude of the challenge, and (c) required "validation", i.e. ground-based or on-orbit.
- LRA and ISAT Programs both made significant technology maturity advances.
- The generated structures tube test data set resulted in an excellent definition of the effects of constitutive relationships on mechanical performance.
- High-efficiency mechanical packaging of flexible members usually resulted in some damage to the matrix and/or fibers. However, when the damage was accounted for in the structural design, it was not a serious problem, but does warrant future examination.
- R/I member mechanical performance was very sensitive to the quality of fabrication.
- A number of supporting technologies were at a low TRL, but the risk of advancing them was not high.
- Ground-test limitations of the R/I deployment process required orbital demonstration to establish initial space-deployed geometric precision.
End of File